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QUESTIONS AND NEGATION IN THE PAST TENSE

I. Questions and negation without did/didn’t:

Example: Lisa was in Norway.
- Was Lisa in Norway?
- Lisa wasn’t in Norway. 
- Where was Lisa?

1. The trees were very big.
2. Sammy was too late at school. 
3. I was writing a text. 
4. They had got seven cars. 
5. There was a window on the south side. 
6. Tina had got her brother’s umbrella. 
7. My parents   were in New York. 
8. The train was waiting at the station. 
9. There were many people on the tower last Friday. 
10. In my bag there was a lot of money. 

11. Peter   came in the room. 
12. The green car parked on the sidewalk. 
13. Our   parents flew to Hawaii. fly  flew (fliegen  flog)

II. Questions and negation with did/didn’t:

Example: Tony ate a pizza.
- Did Tony eat a pizza?
- Tony didn’t eat a pizza.
- What did Tony eat?

14. The children played in the garden. 
15. I drank a glass of milk. 
16. Susan had a beautiful bag. 
17. The airplane arrived at 6:15. 
18. Paul played in the garden. 
19. I phoned my sister. 
20. The car parked in our garage. 
21. They bought a lot of wine. 
22. We went to the station at night. 
23. Alex did his homework. 
24. The cat saw a little mouse. 
25. We said hello to our parents. 
26. Mother took an umbrella because it rained. 
27. The rabbit ran away from the fox. 
28. Many people sat in the room. 
29. The girl told her friend a secret. 
30. The car stopped in front of the traffic lights.  
31. The picture hung on the wall. hang  hung (hängen  hing)
32. The wind blew all night long. blow  blew (blasen  blies)
33. Tony knew the answer. know  knew (wissen  wusste)
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